High performing IT is critical to help companies support and enable their business growth strategies.

**Strategic Consulting Services**

Technology is constantly evolving and it is more difficult than ever for organizations to keep up. Because of the rate of change and complexity, many organizations do not have the necessary level of internal resources to manage technology investments while also focusing on making strategic technology decisions. Many companies are leveraging trusted partners to gain access to experienced resources and advice to better define IT strategy, take advantage of innovation, and maximize performance.

Netrix’s Strategic Consulting Services team supplements your organization’s technology leadership, providing insight and experience. Our team helps align your people, process and technology to meet the strategic goals of your business. Being a part of a team providing best of breed IT solutions to organizations around the world gives our advisors the ability to understand your challenges, and oversee the creation and implementation of an IT roadmap.

We use an integrated approach to help companies define the key competencies, processes, and team structure to become a value creating IT organization.

**NETRIX OVERVIEW**

Netrix works with clients to fully understand their business objectives and help build a technology roadmap. We identify ways to help clients run their IT environment in the most efficient and effective ways possible and across all stacks of technology. Netrix teams are built with the brightest minds across different IT disciplines. Clients are comfortable knowing our engineering team has the experience and expertise to understand risks to the network and are confident knowing we can successfully design, deploy, and support these technologies.

**Virtual CIO and CISO**
- Full time or interim engagements

**Assessment - Evaluate IT Strengths and Risks Across a Wide Array of IT Disciplines**
- Sourcing strategy
- Process maturity assessment
- Due diligence assessments

**Strategy & Planning - Integrate Business and IT Processes**
- Strategy alignment
- Program and portfolio management
- Roadmap

**Risk Management - Implement Processes to Help Ensure that IT Systems Remain Effective and Secure**
- IT governance design and implementation
- DR/BC planning

**Transformation - Reshape Technology Operations and Organization to Achieve Vision of IT**
- Solution and service delivery process optimization
- Capability and talent improvement

**Enterprise Architecture - Provide Expertise in Solution Architecture and Design**
- Enterprise architecture modeling
- IT application portfolio management
- Cloud strategy and readiness assessments